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Abstract
Contrary to the Aristotelian interpretation of Empedocles’ views about cognition, accord-
ing to which all cognition, like perception, is due to the compositional likeness between 
subject and object of cognition, this paper argues that when Empedocles says that we know 
one thing ‘by’ another (e.g. earth by earth or love by love), he is characterizing analogical 
reasoning, an intellectual activity quite diff erent from perception (which is explained by the 
fi t between effl  uences and pores). # e paper also explores the idea that strife and love 
describe, in addition to physical separation and composition, the mental activities of ana-
lyzing and composing.
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Fragment 109 of Empedocles reads,

!"#$% &'( !)* !"+"( ,-.-"&/(, 01"2% 1’ 013*,
"456*% 1’ "456*" 1+7(, 82)* -9*: -;* 8#1$<7(,
=27*!>( 1' =27*!?%, (/+@7A 16 2/ (/#@/B <9!*C%.

We see earth by earth, water by water
Bright aether by aether, and obliterating fi re by fi re
Love by love, and strife by baneful strife. (Aristotle, De Anima [=DA] I.2, 404b12-15, = 
B109;1 cf. Metaphysics [=Metaph.] III.4 1000b5-8)

1) For the text of Empedocles I have used Diels-Kranz 1951 (on the ! esaurus Linguae 
Graecae), and in the case of the Strasbourg papyrus, Martin and Primavesi 1999. All trans-
lations are my own, but I have consulted Wright 1981, Martin and Primavesi 1999, and 
Inwood 2001.
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Aristotle and # eophrastus after him take these lines to say that perception 
and knowledge require a likeness of composition between the subject and 
object of cognition. # is paper argues that Aristotle and # eophrastus 
under-appreciate the force of Empedocles’ words: Empedocles’ talk of 
‘seeing’ earth, water, aether, fi re, love and strife ‘by’ earth, water, aether, 
fi re, love and strife also describes the process of reasoning by analogy by 
which we acquire an intellectual grasp of the principles of the cosmos.

Below, sections 1 and 2 review # eophrastus’ and Aristotle’s testimony, 
highlighting the assumptions responsible for their interpretation of Empe-
docles as focused on the material conditions for cognition. Section 3 
provides textual and philosophical reasons to reject such Aristotelian inter-
pretations (including A. A. Long’s neo-Aristotelian interpretation) of Empe-
docles. Section 4 sets out Empedocles’ own contrast between thinking and 
perceiving. Section 5 examines what is involved in knowing love by love 
and uses this to develop a general account of knowing X by X as reasoning 
by analogy.

1. ! eophrastus’ Testimony

In De Sensibus # eophrastus classifi es Empedocles as one of those accord-
ing to whom perception is due to likeness (De Sensibus [=Sens.] 1-2, 10). 
# eophrastus goes on to explain that thinkers who hold that sense-per-
ception is by likeness hold this view for any of three (remarkably hetero-
geneous) sorts of reasons: (i) because most things are understood by what 
is like them, (ii) because animals naturally recognize their kin, and (iii) 
because perceiving comes about by an effl  uence that bears like to like 
(Sens. 1-2). # eophrastus then goes on to describe Empedocles’ accounts 
of individual sense-perceptions, which make heavy use of (iii), the idea 
that perception occurs by the fi tting of effl  uences into pores. According to 
# eophrastus, ‘after enumerating how we recognize each thing by each,’ 
which evidently refers to B109, Empedocles concludes with the words,

D@ 27E23( F!"*G -H(2" -/-I!"=%( J*&7=56(2"
@": 27E27%A K*7(679=% @": L17(2M N1M 8(%C(2"%.

Out of these are all things fi tted together
And by these do they think and feel pleasure and pain. (Sens. 10, = B107)

# eophrastus thereby suggests that Empedocles’ likeness theory of percep-
tion combines his motivations (i) and (iii).
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# eophrastus then goes on to criticize Empedocles on the grounds that

197+( !)* 27E27%( 8-71#13=% 2>( !(C=%( 2O 2/ P&7#Q @": 2R JKR, 1%S @": 2S 
‘J*&T22/%(’ /U*$@/(· V=2’ /4 2S W<"227( XY"%27 2C( &/%ZT(3(, /U$ [( "U=5$=%A. 
\<3A 2/ @"2H !/ D@/+(7( 8K"%*/+2"% @": 2S \&7%7(, 8<<) ] =9&&/2*#" &T(7( ̂ @"(T(. 
1%) 27;27 !)* 7_@ "4=5H(/=5"# K$=%( 8<<I<3(, \2% 27`A -T*79A 8=9&&62*79A 
Wa79=%(· /4 1’ \&7%7( b 8(T&7%7( 2S 8-7**67(, 7_1'( W2% -*7="K.*%=/(.

He attributes recognition to two things, likeness and contact, on account of which he 
says ‘fi t’. # e result is that if the smaller should touch the larger, there would be per-
ception. And indeed, on his view as a whole, likeness too is taken away, but commen-
surateness by itself is suffi  cient [for perception]. On account of this he says that things 
do not perceive one another because they have incommensurate pores, but whether 
the effl  uences are like or unlike, he has not yet defi ned. (Sens. 15)

As Sedley 1992 points out, # eophrastus is here admitting that Empedo-
cles is silent about the compositional likeness between the effl  uences and 
the sense-organs that receive them. Indeed, although # eophrastus intro-
duces Empedocles as a likeness theorist, he recounts Empedocles’ views 
about perception solely in terms of effl  uences fi tting into pores (Sens. 7), in 
particular explaining vision in terms of the entry of dark and light into 
alternating pores of fi re and water in the eye (7-8), hearing in terms of an 
external blow that resounds once again in the ear (9), and so on. # eo-
phrastus’ fi rst mention of likeness in the report of Empedocles’ opinions 
(as opposed to in his classifi cation of views) is when he says that Empedo-
cles accounts for pleasure by likeness and pain by unlikeness, thinking by 
likeness and ignorance by unlikeness (10). According to Sedley, # eo-
phrastus has to squeeze Empedocles’ account of perception into the ‘by 
likeness’ schema – which he does on the strength of the word ‘fi tted’ 
(J*&7=56(2") in B107, even though the context shows that it must refer 
instead to the even blending of the principles in the blood, the organ of 
thought – after which he complains that Empedocles’ account of percep-
tion makes use only of commensurateness, rather than likeness!2

But, Sedley argues, by ‘we see’ (,-.-"&/() in B109 (‘we see earth by 
earth, fi re by fi re,’ and so on) Empedocles must mean something like ‘we 
comprehend’, since we are supposed also to ‘see’ love by love and strife by 
strife. He surmises that B109 and B107 are about thinking and feeling 
pleasure and pain, not about perception.

2) Sedley 1992, 27-31.
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It might be objected here that while ,-.-"&/( can have an intellectual 
sense, it also has a perceptual sense, which Sedley’s reading excludes from 
B109. And if B107 follows directly on B109 (as # eophrastus tells us) and 
B107 is about pleasure and pain, then surely – at least as # eophrastus 
reasons – perception is also involved. # eophrastus says, ‘# ey consider 
pleasure and pain to be perceptions or things that accompany perception’ 
(16) – although he does not say whether ‘they’ are Empedocleans, likeness 
theorists, or even all the predecessors under consideration.

# eophrastus’ reasoning, I propose, rests in part on the authority of 
Aristotle’s judgment that the Presocratics assimilate thinking to perceiving. 
# eophrastus supposes that for a Presocratic, what is true of thinking (that 
it is by likeness) must be true of perceiving, and what is true of perceiving 
(that it is by effl  uences fi tting into pores) is true of thinking. # at this is 
the reasoning by which # eophrastus concludes that Empedocles is a like-
ness theorist of perception is confi rmed by De Sensibus 9-10:

-/*: 1' !/E=/3A @": JK?A 7_ 1%7*#Z/2"% @"5’ c@"26*"( 7d2/ -CA 7d2/ 1%’ e 
!#!(7(2"%, -<>( 2S @7%(S( \2% 2O D("*&T22/%( 27+A -T*7%A "U=5$=#A D=2%(· L1/=5"% 
1' 27+A P&7#7%A @"2H 2/ †3 &T*%" @": 2>( @*f=%(, <9-/+=5"% 1' 27+A D("(2#7%A. 
g="E23A 1' <6!/% @": -/*: K*7(I=/3A @": 8!(7#"A. 2S &'( !)* K*7(/+( /h("% 27+A 
P&7#7%A, 2S 1’ 8!(7/+( 27+A 8(7&7#7%A, gA b 2"_2S( b -"*"-<I=%7( i( 2R "4=5I=/% 
2>( K*T($=%(. 1%"*%5&$=H&/(7A !)* gA j@"=27( c@H=2Q !(3*#Z7&/( D-: 26</% 
-*7=65$@/( gA . . . [here # eophrastus quotes B107]

Concerning taste and touch he does not defi ne them one by one, either how or on 
account of what they come to be, except [to say] what is common [to them], that 
perception is by the fi tting into pores. And feeling pleasure is by likes in respect of 
both parts and mixture, feeling pain by contraries. He speaks similarly also concerning 
thinking and being ignorant. For [he says that] thinking is by likes and being ignorant 
by unlikes, on the grounds that thinking is either the same as or pretty close to perception. 
For having enumerated how we know each by each, in the end he has set it down 
that . . . (Sens. 9-10; my emphasis) 4

3) I do not think it makes a diff erence to the sense of the passage whether or not a 2) is 
inserted here. 
4) At Sens. 39 # eophrastus is very clear that he is inferring that Diogenes of Apollonia 
thinks perception is by likeness, and the contrast with his reports of Parmenides, Empe-
docles, and Plato may suggest that in these cases he (equally clearly) knows he does not have 
to make an inference. But perhaps # eophrastus is more careful about Diogenes because he 
lacks an Aristotelian precedent for saying that Diogenes thinks perception is by likeness.
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It looks as if # eophrastus has reasoned: Empedocles thinks that pleasure 
is by likeness and infers from this that thinking is by likeness; his inference 
must be based on the idea that perception, which accompanies pleasure, is 
by likeness, and the assumption that perception is the same as thinking.

But if Empedocles held that likeness is the cause of both perception and 
pleasure, he would be committed to holding that every perception is pleas-
ant. (And conversely, if unlikeness were the cause of both ignorance and 
pain, then pain could not be perceived.) Not only is there no evidence of 
his holding such views, but also the Empedoclean lines # eophrastus cites 
as evidence (in Sens. 16) that pain is due to unlikeness and pleasure to like-
ness (B22.6-7) are very unclear about the causes of pleasure and pain.

gA 1’ "d23A \=" @*?=%( D-"*@6" &f<<7( W"=%(,
8<<I<7%A W=2/*@2"% P&7%356(2’ kK*71#2$%.
Da5*) <1’ e> -</+=27( 8-’ 8<<I<3( 1%6a79=% &H<%=2"
!6(($% 2/ @*I=/% 2/ @": /U1/=%( D@&H@27%=%,
-H(2$% =9!!#(/=5"% 8I5/" @": &H<" <9!*H
(/%@/7!/((6=2$=%( \2% =K%=% !6(("( l*!".5

As many as are more suited for mixture
Having been made like to one another by Aphrodite, long for each other
But as many hostile ones as diff er from one another most of all
In birth and mixture and moulded form,
Are entirely unfi t for combining and much pained
Because they, strife-generated, were born in anger. (B22.3-8)

Line 8, the line which purports to explain pain, only says that the mutually 
hostile things experience pain because of their birth in anger. It is silent 
on whether these things combine painfully, or, alternatively, are pained at 
their inability to combine. # e verse contrasts the condition of the many 
hostile things with that of things that Love has caused to become like to 
one another so as to long for one another – but is what contrasts with Love 
meant to be Strife’s use of painful force to combine things or Strife’s segre-
gating power? It is the latter, not the former, which is paralleled in other 
lines that tell of Strife. In any case, the context does not link pleasure and 
pain to perception.

So far, I have questioned an interpretation of B109 according to which 
it makes all cognition – thought and perception, not to mention the feel-

5) Wright’s (1981) emendation.
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ing of pleasure – depend on the compositional likeness between subject 
and object of cognition, and I have proposed that this interpretation 
depends on the assumption that Empedocles identifi es perceiving, think-
ing, and being pleased, and so must attribute all three to compositional 
likeness as well as to the fi t between effl  uences and pores. Let us turn now 
to Aristotle, the source of the view that as far as Empedocles goes, what 
holds for thinking also holds for perceiving, and vice versa.

2. Aristotle’s Testimony

Aristotle quotes B109 twice. First, in De Anima (I.2), he quotes it to sup-
port the claim that Empedocles, like all Aristotle’s predecessors who con-
sidered the soul as a subject of cognition, identifi es the soul with the 
principles of nature. He follows his report of Empedocles with a report 
that in the Timaeus, Plato composes the soul out of his principles and ele-
ments on the grounds that like is known by like; the implication is that 
Empedocles’ subject of cognition too must be made up of earth, water, and 
so on, so that it can know them. In a later chapter (I.5), Aristotle is more 
explicit, attributing to Empedocles the view that ‘each thing is known by 
bodily elements and in relation to some like’ (410a27-29), and explaining 
that Aristotle’s predecessors take the soul to be composed of the elements 
‘in order that the soul may perceive and know everything that is’ (409b24-
25). (Notice that the gloss ‘by bodily elements (27+A =3&"2%@7+A =27%a/#7%A)’ 
does not quite fi t the cases of knowing strife by strife and love by love, 
since strife and love are not bodily elements.)

Second, in the Metaphysics (III.4), examining his predecessors’ views on 
the question whether the principles are perishable or imperishable, Aristo-
tle attacks Empedocles’ principles and their generation of the cosmos on 
two grounds. One ground is that strife, although a principle of destruc-
tion, is the cause of the generation of all things with the exception of the 
One or God (which is identical to the stage in Empedocles’ cosmogony 
when all the roots are united into a single sphere). # e second ground (of 
greater interest for our purposes) is that God, since he is blessed, and there-
fore does not have any strife in him, cannot know strife and so must be less 
wise than others – for, according to Empedocles, knowledge is of like by 
like (an attribution Aristotle supports by quoting B109). But is the prob-
lem presented by Aristotle really a problem for Empedocles? Has Aristotle 
understood Empedocles’ account of knowing like by like?
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Above I argued that to read Empedocles’ lines as saying that cognition 
is by compositional likeness, # eophrastus must assume that Empedocles 
regards thinking, perceiving, and feeling pleasure as the same. Aristotle 
presents evidence to justify this assumption. He quotes,

-*SA -"*/S( !)* &?2%A 86m/2"% 8(5*.-7%=%(.

For humans wisdom grows in relation to what is present. (DA III.4 427a23-24, = B106)

and

\==7( <!’> 8<<7+7% &/26K9(, 2T=7( n* =K%=%( "4/#
@": 2S K*7(/+( 8<<7+" -"*#=2"2"% . . .

However much they change in their nature, so much does thinking come to be 
changed for them. (Metaph. IV.4.1009b19-20, = B108, cf. DA 427a24-25)

Now the identity of thinking and perceiving does not just fall out of these 
lines. In B106, Empedocles is characterizing wisdom (&?2%A) and saying 
that experience contributes to it; this is far from saying that all cognition is 
experiential – indeed in B3 (discussed below), Empedocles points out that 
error is due to overgeneralizing from perceptual experience. And in B108 
he is saying that a changed character involves a change in thinking, in which 
case he need not be assuming that thought and perception are the same.

To see why – or in what sense – Aristotle thinks Empedocles identifi es 
thinking and perceiving, we need to see what is for Aristotle the crucial 
diff erence. According to Aristotle, thinking involves non-perceptible prop-
erties in a way that perception does not, and while perception requires the 
presence of the object of perception, thought (and in a diff erent way imag-
ination) are distinctively diff erent from perception in that they do not. 
# us in Aristotle’s eyes, Empedocles’ claim that thought is determined by 
what is present in B106 and 108 shows him to be assimilating thought to 
perception at just the point they need to be contrasted. Whether Emped-
ocles distinguishes thought and perception in other respects is not Aristo-
tle’s concern (it will be ours in section 4 below).

# is exposition of # eophrastus’ and Aristotle’s interpretive assump-
tions should raise doubts about whether they correctly identify the motiva-
tion for Empedocles’ account of cognition, that is, whether Empedocles’ 
words about cognition are aimed at explaining cognition in material terms, 
by the compositional likeness between the subject and object of cognition.
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3. ! inking and Perceiving by Like-to-Like

# e previous two sections of this paper sought to raise questions about the 
authority of Aristotle’s and # eophrastus’ interpretations of Empedocles 
on cognition (their interpretation being that Empedocles tries to establish 
cognition on the basis of the compositional identity between subject and 
object of cognition), by uncovering their interpretive assumptions. But of 
course we are much further removed from Empedocles’ text and thought 
than were Aristotle and # eophrastus, and so raising questions is not 
enough. In this section I draw out the high philosophical costs of accept-
ing Aristotle’s and # eophrastus’ interpretations, especially if we work out 
the account of cognition Empedocles would have to hold according to 
their interpretation. (Section 4 will focus more on textual matters.)

In section 2, I suggested that, pace Aristotle, knowing X by X is not 
likely to be a matter of composition, on the grounds that love and strife are 
not ingredients. But perhaps this is too restrictive and too literal an under-
standing of the notions of ingredient and composition. Perhaps Empedo-
cles is saying that insofar as we are made up of earth, water, air and fi re, and 
ourselves are agents of love and strife, we can know these things; or even 
that insofar as the combinations of the elements in us are the results of 
love’s and strife’s work, love and strife characterize us and that characteriza-
tion enables us to know them elsewhere.

If this is right, then we may ask: what sort of mechanism or process or 
event does the ‘by’ involve, in knowing X by X? Although Aristotle and 
# eophrastus do not say, Long 1966 extends their framework and pro-
poses that Empedocles explains thinking and perceiving (along with nutri-
tion, growth, magnetic attraction, refl ection in a mirror, and mixture in 
general) by the mechanism of attraction between likes. Long fi nds in B110 
an instance of the like-attracts-like mechanism of thinking.

/4 !H* @6( =K’ 81%(?%=%( o-S -*"-#1/==%( D*/#="A
/_&/(63A @"5"*?%=%( D-7-2/E=$%A &/<62$%=%(,
2";2H 26 =7% &H<" -H(2" 1%’ "4C(7A -"*6=7(2"%,
n<<" 2/ -T<<’ 8-S 2C(1’ D@2I=/"%· "_2) !)* "dm/%
2";2’ /4A p57A j@"=27(, \-$ KE=%A D=2:( c@H=23%.
/4 1' =E !’ 8<<7#3( D-7*6m/"%, 7q" @"2’ n(1*"A
&9*#" 1/%<) -6<7(2"% X 2’ 8&r<E(79=% &/*#&("A, (20)
p =’ nK"* D@</#Y79=% -/*%-<7&6(7%7 a*T(7%7
=KC( "_2C( -7567(2" K#<$( D-: !6(("( ^@6=5"%·
-H(2" !)* U=5% K*T($=%( Wa/%( @": (.&"27A "h="(.
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If you plant these under your close-packed heart
And watch over them with goodwill and pure care
Not only will every one of them be with you all your life long
You will also acquire many others out of them. For those (viz. the things planted under 
the heart) will augment6

# ese into each character wherever the nature is for each [to be].
But if you reach out for things of another sort
# e many worthless human things which come to be and dull our concerns
# ey will leave you at once when the time comes round
Longing to reach their own dear kind:
For know that all things have thought (K*T($=%() and a share in knowledge 
((.&"27A).

According to Long, these lines treat thought as identical to the elements. 
# oughts grow because the blood, the organ of thought, is made up of an 
evenly-balanced mixture of elements and so is able to attract to itself, in 
the proper ratios, the elements that compose things in the world – thereby 
achieving a balanced grasp.7 # us the elements that comprise the truth in 
Empedocles’ teachings add to their counterparts (p57A, l. 5, cf. B17.28 
where this is clearly the term for the roots) in the blood, as long as it is 

6) Inwood 2001 takes the verb to be intransitive and translates, ‘for these things themselves/
will expand to form each character according to the growth [lit. nature] of each’ (p. 219). 
I read the verb as transitive for the following reasons: there are parallels for the transitive use 
of the verb in 8<<’ n!/ &E53( @<;5%· &H5$ !H* 27% K*6("A "dm/%· (B17.14) and "dm/% 1' 
a5s( &'( =K62/*7( 16&"A, "456*" 1’ "45I* (B37); the (intransitive) sense of ‘grow’ is given 
by the middle ("dm/2"%) in @": K5#(/% /4A n<<$<" @": "dm/2"% D( &6*/% "U=$A at B26.2 
and in -*SA -"*/S( !)* &?2%A 86m/2"% 8(5*.-7%=%( at B106.
7) # is requires combining two fragments: B105, in which Empedocles asserts that the 
blood around the heart is thought,

"t&"27A D( -/<H!/==% 2/5*"&&6($ 8(2%57*T(27A,
2?% 2/ (T$&" &H<%=2" @%@<I=@/2"% 8(5*.-7%=%(·
"q&" !)* 8(5*.-7%A -/*%@H*1%T( D=2% (T$&". (B105)

Nourished in seas of blood coursing to and fro
# ere is what is most of all called thought by humans
For humans, the blood around the heart is thought.

and B98, where he claims that blood is made up of all the roots in a ratio 1:1:1:1. It is 
tempting to think that by making the blood (which is composed of the principles in an 
even ratio) the organ of thought, Empedocles is defending thought against Parmenides 
B16’s claim that thought is [determined by] what is preponderant in the mixture of our 
constitution.
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properly constituted – if it is not, these teachings escape, and the listener 
forgets.8 Teachings add to bodily parts by mixture, elements in the truth/
thought attracting, and thus augmenting, elements in the body. Here Long 
draws on # eophrastus De Sensibus 11 and 24, which describe the diff er-
ent skills, of orator or artist, as involving the development of organs and 
tissues in diff erent places (\-$, l. 5) in the body (the throat, the hands).

Despite the ingenuity of Long’s extension of the Aristotelian interpreta-
tion through B110, the interpretation faces new diffi  culties at every turn. 
Here are three. First, positing attraction as the mechanism by which com-
positional likeness makes cognition possible commits Empedocles to the 
view that a representational content determines the material constitution 
of the bearer of that content, and/or vice versa. So, for example, a thought 
about air must itself be airy – else how would the mechanism of attraction 
between likes draw the thought about air to the bits of air in the blood? 
But I see no reason for Empedocles to suppose that a thought about air is 
more airy than a thought about fi re, given that they are both thoughts.9

Second, the likes-attract view makes it mysterious how we can ever retain 
anything. # e same mechanism, operating in diff erent directions, explains 
learning and forgetting: when you learn, the elements in your blood attract 
the elements ‘in’ the truth; when you forget, the elements in the world 
attract the elements in the truth away from your blood. But there is always 
more air outside you than inside, and also fi re, and love, and so on – what 
could hold the air, fi re, or love, in the blood, so as to enable you to remem-
ber? Something other than the attraction of likes must have the job of 
holding together, in the blood, elements that on their own would rush off  
from one another. # e mechanism of like-to-like cannot do this job.

And that leads to my fi nal set of diffi  culties with the ‘likes-attract’ 
account of cognition: the mental description of like-to-like segregation 
would seem to be analysis or discrimination. Possibly B4.3 (!(C5% 
1%"==$56(27A D(: =-<H!a(7%=% <T!7%7) indicates that Empedocles gives 
critical or analytical thinking a role in the attainment of understanding. 

8) Note that B110 itself does not speak of teachings escaping the foolish; in B110 it is the 
many worthless things (&9*#" 1/%<)) that escape from a man who does not properly culti-
vate the teachings, to return to their own kind. # e point would be that material assets 
decompose.
9) # e philosophical implausibility of this view may not be a very strong reason against 
attributing it to Empedocles. Plato’s Socrates seems to believe it, cf. Phaedo 79d.
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However, this cannot be the whole of thinking,10 which so clearly in 
Empedocles’ verses includes the synthetic and creative activity of plan-
ning or designing (see section V below). Further, like-to-like is strife’s 
mechanism, which love works in opposition to. But unlike thinking, 
strife is negatively valenced: strife is ‘baneful’ (<9!*C%, B109.3), ‘raving’ 
(&"%(7&6(3%, B115.14), ‘destructive’, (7_<T&/(7(, B17.19); ‘wrath’ (uT23%, 
B21.7 cf. B22.9); strife’s one ‘blameless’ act is to move out to the furthest 
limits of the circle (B35.9).

While I have raised these diffi  culties for Long’s account of the mecha-
nism which enables cognition in terms of like’s attraction to like, Long’s 
account is highly plausible given the Aristotelian assumption that knowing 
X by X is a matter of the likeness of composition between the two X’s, for 
how else, other than by the attraction between likes, would compositional 
likeness enable knowledge? So if the diffi  culties raised are suffi  cient for 
rejecting Long’s account of the likes-attract mechanism for cognition, they 
should also be suffi  cient for rejecting its Aristotelian basis, the view that for 
Empedocles, compositional likeness between subject and object enables 
cognition.

A couple of closing thoughts on B110: this fragment concludes with the 
claim that all things think and have a share in understanding. # is fact is 
supposed to explain the decomposition of the material (and petty) things 
we wrongly strive for – so rather than a materialist explanation of an intel-
lectual process, the lines seem to provide a mentalistic explanation of a 
material process. Note also that if Empedocles is serious that all things 
think, and not just that all composed things think, then thinking is not 
the product of mixture (let alone particularly well-blended mixture), but 
belongs also to the four roots and the two principles.11 # is is not to say 
that thought is a further ingredient or principle, however, since it is a prop-
erty possessed by all things (as is, for instance, being). But thought’s being 
a property of all things could explain the tendency of things to long for 
what is like them, and the capacity of things to ‘learn’ (&/&H5$@/, 17.9) to 
be united with unlikes under the infl uence of Love.

10) Cf. Wright 1981: ‘taking in E.’s words is not going to increase the fi eriness of the fi re in 
Pausanias. Moreover, the thought is composite, and its activity as separate elements is the 
result of rejection, not assimilation.’ (pp. 259-60)
11) As is suggested by Hippolytus ad loc. Note that if this is right, Empedocles would be 
rejecting Parmenides B16, which makes thought depend on mixture.
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4. Distinguishing ! inking from Perceiving

As a bridge to my positive account of Empedocles on knowing X by X, this 
section introduces some passages that, I argue, show Empedocles distin-
guishing thinking and perceiving – at least enough to make it illegitimate 
to infer his views about perceiving from his views about thinking and vice 
versa (as we have seen Aristotle and # eophrastus do).

8<<’ n!’ n5*/% -H=$% -"<H&$%, -?% 1?<7( j@"=27(,
&I2/ 2%(’ lY%( Wa3( -#=2/% -<67( b @"2’ 8@79I(
b 8@7>( D*#179-7( o-'* 2*"(.&"2" !<.==$A,
&I2/ 2% 2C( n<<3(, P-T=$% -T*7A D=2: (7?="%,
!9#3( -#=2%( W*9@/, (T/% 1’ v% 1?<7( j@"=27(.

But come observe by means of every organ how each thing is clear,
Not holding any sight greater in trust than sound
Nor ringing sound above piercing taste,
Nor withhold trust from any of the other parts, insofar as it is a channel for thinking,
But think by what is each thing clear. (B3.9-14)

In B3, Empedocles urges Pausanias to observe (n5*/%) and think ((T/%) 
how the senses make each thing clear. Parmenides (B7) had called for a 
rejection of the testimony of the senses, perhaps on the grounds that in 
sense-perception, one’s thought is determined by whatever one happens 
to encounter in experience dominating the physical constitution of one’s 
sense-organs (B16).12 Empedocles seems to be replying that the senses may 
be used intelligently. # e instruction not to privilege any sense over any 
other aims to reform our normal practice, for we do ordinarily privilege 
sight over sound and sound over taste. Empedocles points out, however, 
that each of these is a channel for understanding (-T*7A . . . (7?="%) that 
makes something clear.13 So rather than disqualify taste and attend only to 
sight, we should perhaps be critical in specifying just what is made clear to 
us by a taste, by a sound, and so on. # is critical activity itself is not deter-

12)  gA !)* j@"=27A Wa/% @*f=%( &/<63( -7<9-<H!@23(,
2sA (T7A 8(5*.-7%=% -"*#=2"2"%· 2S !)* "_2T
W=2%( \-/* K*7(6/% &/<63( KE=%A 8(5*.-7%=%(
@": -f=%( @": -"(2#· 2S !)* -<67( D=2: (T$&".

13) Picot 2004 gives a compelling account of Empedocles’ use of irrigation imagery for the 
relationship between the accumulation of knowledge and the deliverances of the fi ve senses 
conceived of as channels (which he identifi es with the @*$(H3( . . . -6(2/, the fi ve streams, 
of B143).
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mined by whatever dominates our sense-organs in a sensory experience; 
thinking, then, seems capable of assessing and using the deliverances of the 
senses. We can think how each thing is made clear by each sense, and then 
perhaps direct each of our senses to retrieve information as appropriate.

B2’s explanation of the limitations of the senses can help to extend our 
understanding of Empedocles’ reasons for diverging from Parmenides’ 
blanket rejection of sensory testimony.

=2/%(3-7: &'( !)* -"<H&"% @"2) !9+" @6a9(2"%·
-7<<) 1' 1/#<’ W&-"%", 2H 2’ 8&r<E(79=% &6*%&("A.
-";*7( 1’ D( Z3?%=% r#79 &6*7A 85*I="(2/A
w@E&7*7% @"-(7+7 1#@$( 8*56(2/A 8-6-2"(
"_2S &T(7( -/%=56(2/A, \23% -*7=6@9*=/( j@"=27A
-H(27=’ D<"9(T&/(7%, 2S 1’ \<7( <-fA> /da/2"% /o*/+(·
7023A 7d2’ D-%1/*@2) 2H1’ 8(1*H=%( 7d2’ D-"@79=2H
7d2/ (T3% -/*%<$-2H. =` 1’ 7x(, D-/: y1’ D<%H=5$A,
-/E=/"% 7_ -<67( N' r*72/#$ &?2%A l*3*/(.

Narrow pores are spread throughout their limbs
And many wretched things burst in, and dull their thoughts.
Having observed a small part of life in their lifetime
Fated to quick death, they fl y away borne up like smoke
Persuaded of only that which each has come upon
Driven every which way, but each boasts of having found the whole;
Not thus are these things to be seen by men, nor heard,
Nor grasped by the mind. But you, since you have retired [from the ordinary run of 
people?]
Will inquire as far as mortal wisdom has ventured. (B2)

It is true that the powers of sense are narrow – perhaps because capable 
of representing only an aspect of anything, for instance its color or its 
sound – and that, combined with the shortness of life – which aff ords us 
access to only a time-slice of anything we encounter in the world – makes 
experience a very limited source of knowledge. But the error of supposing 
the small fragment one experiences to be the whole seems corrigible.14 It 

14) Cf. the characterization of the foolishness of believing in absolute coming-to-be or 
destruction as a matter of lacking far-reaching thoughts, B11:

(I-%7%· 7_ !H* =K%( 17<%aTK*7(6A /4=% &6*%&("%,
7z 1> !#!(/=5"% -H*7A 7_@ DS( D<-#Z79=%(
{ 2% @"2"5(I%=@/%( 2/ @": DmT<<9=5"% J-H(2$%.
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also seems to be a prerequisite for expanding one’s knowledge by inquiry. 
At any rate, Pausanias’ departure from the ordinary run of people would 
seem to consist in his not assuming that he knows the whole – which 
would explain why Empedocles promises him the full extent of mortal 
wisdom.

Finally, B17 develops the contrast between thinking and seeing.

1#-<’ D*63· 272' &'( !)* |( $_mI5$ &T(7( /h("%
D@ -</T(3(, 272' 1’ "x 1%6K9 -<67(’ Dm c(SA /h("%,
-;* @": 013* @": !"+" @": N6*7A n-</27( 0Y7A,
}/+@TA 2’ 7_<T&/(7( 1#a" 2C(, 82H<"(27( J-H(2$%,
@": ~%<T2$A D( 27+=%(, U=$ &?@TA 2/ -<H27A 2/·
2>( =` (T3% 16*@/9, &$1’ l&&"=%( v=7 2/5$-.A·
L2%A @": 5($27+=% (7&#Z/2"% W&K927A n*5*7%A,
2?% 2/ K#<" K*7(679=% @": n*5&%" W*!" 2/<7;=%,
�$57=E($( @"<67(2/A D-.(9&7( N1’ kK*71#2$(·
2>( 7d 2%A &/2) 27+=%( c<%==7&6($( 1/1H$@/
5($2SA 8(I*· =` 1’ n@79/ <T!79 =2T<7( 7_@ 8-"2$<T(.

I will tell a double [tale]: at one time it was one alone having grown
From many, and at another time again having separated it was many from one
Fire and water and earth and air unlimited in height,
And destructive Strife apart from these, equivalent in every way
And Love among these, equal in both length and breadth.
You, look at her with your mind, not with your eyes; do not sit there astonished
She is considered even by mortals to be inborn in their limbs
And by her do they think friendly [thoughts] and accomplish deeds of unity
Calling her the eponymous ‘Delight’ and Aphrodite.
No mortal man has seen her whirling among these
But you, listen to the undeceptive progress of my speech. (B17.16-26)

Also, B129 suggests that an individual, probably Pythagoras, has overcome the limitation 
due to shortness of life:

p( 16 2%A D( @/#(7%=%( 8(>* -/*%.=%" /41.A,
�A 1> &I@%=27( -*"-#13( D@2I="27 -<7;27(,
-"(27#3( 2/ &H<%=2" =7KC( <2’> D-%I*"(7A W*!3(·
P--T2/ !)* -H=$%=%( ,*6m"%27 -*"-#1/==%(,
�/+’ \ !/ 2C( l(23( -H(23( </E==/=@/( j@"=27(
@"# 2/ 16@’ 8(5*.-3( @"# 2’ /U@7=%( "4.(/==%(.
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In these lines, Empedocles explains the diff erence between seeing with the 
mind ((T3% 16*@/9)15 and with the eyes (l&&"=%() – the latter resulting in 
amazement16 rather than comprehension – by means of a familiar example. 
While it takes Empedocles’ account to reveal that love is a cosmic princi-
ple, uniting even the elements, Pausanias can begin by recognizing love in 
one of its operations, as the inborn power of sexual desire and pleasure in 
the body. Even ordinary mortals recognize love in this case; this is why they 
name it not only after its felt eff ect, ‘Delight’ (�$57=E($( . . . D-.(9&7(), 
but also after the goddess whose power it is to cause this eff ect, ‘Aphrodite’. 
When Pausanias comes to see that friendly thoughts (K#<" K*7(679=%) and 
peaceful relations (n*5&%" W*!") are caused by the same power of love, he 
will be going beyond his narrow experience.17 As these familiar eff ects 
are traced back to the workings of one cause, love, Empedocles identifi es 
this power with the cosmic principle of Love which unites the elements 
by harmonizing them. For unlike Strife, which stands apart (}/+@TA 2’ 
7_<T&/(7( 1#a" 2C(), Love works from within (~%<T2$A D( 27+=%().18 
Noticing similarities between the cases of sexual desire, friendly thoughts, 
and peaceful relations; reasoning from similar eff ects to a single cause – 
these activities constitute seeing with the mind rather than with the eyes.

# e Strasbourg papyrus extends B17 by thirty-three lines, the last ten of 
which are relevant to these remarks on thinking.

[�-/;]1/ 1M \-3A &> &7;(7( 8(M 7d"2" [&;57A t@$2"%]
[N16] &/9 8&K:A DT(2" @<E3( [(]$&/*2[6" 16*@/9�]
[1/#]m3 =7% @": 8(’ l==(/) t(" &/#Z7(% =.&["2% @E*/%,]
[-]*C27( &'( mE(71T( 2/ 1%H-29m#( 2[/ !/(65<$A]
P=[=]" 2/ (;( W2% <7%-) -6</% 27E27%7 2[T@7%7,]
27;27 &'( [[(] 5$*C( ,*%-<H!@23( 8![*T2/*’ /U1$,]
27;27 1M 8(M 8[(5*.]-3( 1#19&7( KE&", [27;27 1M 8(M 8!*C(]
�%Z7KT*3( !6(($&" @": 8&-/<7rH&[7("] rT2*9(�]

15) Cf. Parmenides B4.1: </;==/ 1’ \&3A 8-/T(2" (T3% -"*/T(2" r/r"#3A.
16) 2/5$-.A is a perfect, but there are no present-tense uses of 2HK3/2"K63; LSJ suggests 
that the root 2HK- is cognate with 5H&r7A.
17) So I disagree with Sedley 2008, pp. 46-47, that Empedocles thinks that sexual desire is 
strife’s work. Empedocles recommends (hetero-)sexual abstinence, but presumably this is 
because a regular outcome of heterosexual sex is off spring, and by participating in it one 
becomes an agent of incarnation.
18) Cf. B21.7-8: D( 1' uT23% 1%H&7*K" @": n(1%a" -H(2" -6<7(2"%/=`( 1’ Wr$ D( 
~%<T2$2% @": 8<<I<7%=% -75/+2"%.
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D@ 2C( 8Y/91? @T&%="% K*/(: 1/#!&"2" &[E53(�]
lY/% !)* mE(1T( 2/ 1%H-29m#( 2/ !/(65<$[A.]
(B17.60-69, = Martin and Primavesi 1999 pp. 136-39, ll. 291-300)

[Press on] lest [my account reach] only your ears
[But] hearing from me about the unerring things around you [look]
[I will show] to your eyes too where [they fi nd] a greater body19

First the coming together and spreading out [of the stock]
However many as now remain of this [generation]
[# e wilder species?] among the mountain-roaming beasts
And the twofold off spring of humans
# e off spring of root-bearers and the vine-mounted cluster
From these carry unerring evidence to your mind
For you will see the coming together and the spreading out of the stock.

Here Empedocles admonishes Pausanias not only to hear his account but 
also to look at the evidence with his eyes: the wild animals, male and 
female humans, grapevines and so on. # ese are unerring sensory evidence 
that he should then carry to his mind. # is echoes the claim of B3 that the 
senses are channels for information to be collected in the mind.

Now it may be objected that just because Empedocles contrasts thought 
or intelligence with the sense-powers, it does not follow that Aristotle and 
# eophrastus are wrong to say that Empedocles identifi es thinking and 
perceiving. For their point is not really that he fails to enumerate these as 
distinct faculties, but that he assimilates thinking to perceiving because he 
fails to recognize the distinctiveness of the activity of thinking and of the 
mental resources on which thinking draws.20

19) # e (unsupplemented) text reads 3=7%@"%"(7==/%("!/%Z7(%=3. Martin and Primavesi 
translate ‘I will show you [sic] to your eyes too, where they (i.e. the elements) fi nd a larger 
body’. # ey seem to take the eyes (7==) as an accusative of respect; Inwood takes the eyes 
as an instrumental (?) dative, translating ‘through the eyes’. 
20) For instance, the way he distinguishes them in the following lines is compatible with 
thought involving effl  uences and pores only of a fi ner grade than are involved in percep-
tion:

7_@ W=2%( -/<H="=5"% D( ,K5"<&7+=%( DK%@2T(
]&/26*7%A b a/*=: <"r/+(, v%-6* 2/ &/!#=2$
-/%57;A 8(5*.-7%=%( J&"m%2SA /4A K*6(" -#-2/%. (B133)

To approach in our eyes is not attainable
Nor to grasp by hand, by which the greatest
Carriage-way of persuasion for humans comes to the mind.
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But while it is true that Empedocles does not take thinking to draw on 
intelligible as opposed to sensible contents, B3 shows that he does take 
thinking to be an activity in which one uses and assesses perceptions; B2 
shows that he takes ignorance to be due to overgeneralizing on the basis 
of narrow experience, and B17 (along with its Strasbourg continuation) 
shows that he takes thinking to involve something like causal reasoning on 
the basis of the testimony of the senses. Even if from Aristotle’s point of 
view Empedocles’ conception of thinking still assimilates it to perceiving, 
we can see that Empedocles has distinguished thinking and perceiving 
enough to invalidate inferences from his characterization of one of these 
activities to a characterization of the other. I turn now to the positive char-
acterization of my alternative account of thinking in Empedocles.

5. Knowing X by X as Analogical Reasoning

Any interpretation of B109 must answer two questions: (1) what is our 
relation to the X (water, love, and so on) by which we know? and (2) what 
is the relation between this X and the X which we come to know by it? On 
the Aristotelian reading, the answer to (1) is: we are composed of it; the 
answer to (2) is: the X in us is able to establish some connexion with the 
external X because of their likeness. My alternative answer to (1) is: we 
know X, more or less, by having encountered it in experience, or having 
been told about it. To (2) I answer: the new X is an instance of the same 
principle as the familiar X. Grasping how the two cases are both instances 
of the principles is how we properly know.

While no extant text of Empedocles answers questions (1) and (2) 
explicitly, B17 does tell us how we should go about knowing one of the 
principles. As I suggested above, B17’s injunction to observe love with 
the mind rather than with the eyes is an injunction to study love’s causal 
role in its various instances in our experience. Felt desire and pleasure, 
friendly thoughts, and peaceful relations fi gure in B17 as familiar instances 
of love’s workings. Less familiar instances in Empedocles’ verses include 
well-designed animal bodies and bodily organs. In bringing them to our 

# at is to say, some items may be ungraspable by sense-perception only because they are too 
fi ne to be caught by the sense-organs, rather than because they involve a diff erent activity 
than grasping an object.
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attention Empedocles points out the non-obvious ways in which these 
are alike.

2"_2) 2*#a/A @": KE<<" @": 743(C( -2/*) -9@(H
@": </-#1/A !#!(7(2"% D-: =2%r"*7+=% &6</==%(. (B82, cf. B79)

# e same things, hair and leaves and close-packed wings of birds
And scales, come to be on sturdy limbs.

Such verses bring out that despite diff erences in material composition, 
there are functional similarities between certain parts of humans, animals 
and plants. For example, hair, leaves, feathers, and scales all protect their 
bearers. And the protecting function, we shall see, points to the hand 
of love.

In B96 and B98 Empedocles identifi es the ratios in which the roots or 
elements are mixed to form new compounds (B96 says that bone is one 
part earth, two parts water and four parts fi re; B98 that blood is equal parts 
of all four roots). But B96 also makes it explicit that the ratio in the 
mixture is the work of Love (here Harmony). Empedocles’ most famous 
account of design, however, credits Love with much more than ratio in the 
construction of the eye:

gA 1’ \2/ 2%A -*T717( (763( g-<#=="27 <Ea(7(
a/%&/*#$( 1%) (E@2", -9*SA =6<"A "457&6(7%7,
XY"A -"(27#3( 8(6&3( <"&-2?*"A 8&7*!7EA,
7t 2’ 8(6&3( &'( -(/;&" 1%"=@%1(f=%( 86(23(,
KCA 1’ Wm3 1%"5*C%=@7(, \=7( 2"(".2/*7( p/(,
<H&-/=@/( @"2) r$<S( 82/%*6=%( 8@2#(/==%(·
�A 1' 2T2’ D( &I(%!m%( D/*!&6(7( w!E!%7( -;*
</-2?%=#( <2’> ,5T($%=% <7aHZ/27 @E@<7-" @7E*$(,
"z 1’ 01"27A &'( r6(57A 8-6=2/!7( 8&K%("6(27A,
-;* 1’ Wm3 1%#/=@7(, \=7( 2"(".2/*7( p/(.

As when one planning a journey outfi tted a lantern
A fl ame of fi re burning through the wintry night,
Having fastened linen screens against all sorts of winds
Which scatter the air of the blowing winds
But the light fl ashed through, insofar as it was rarer,
And shone across the threshold with tireless beams.
So at that time did ancient fi re, wrapped in membranes
And fi ne tissues, lie concealed in the round eye,
And these kept out the deep water fl owing around
And let through the external fi re, insofar as it was rarer.
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Embedded in the account of the construction of the eye is an elaborate 
analogy with the construction of a lantern. Just as if you were making a 
lantern to light your way on a wintry night you would protect the fl ame by 
screens that kept the winds out but let the light pass, so too Aphrodite 
protects the light in the eye from the water in the eye by transparent mem-
branes and tissues. # e analogy enables us to grasp something further 
about Love’s workings than the examples in B17: this time, it is that love’s 
activity is creative. We are able to grasp this because we are familiar with 
creative activity from our ordinary experience – not only in that we come 
across it (as we might come across instances of earth or fi re), but also 
insofar as we ourselves engage in creative activity. # us we can not only 
reason to Love as a causal power from the evidence of complex and well-
functioning eff ects in the world; we can also directly experience ourselves 
as instantiating love’s causal power when we engage in creative activity. So 
as we have perceptual access to some instances of the four roots, we have 
direct – non-inferential – access to some instances of love.

# e use of technological analogies – analogies from human craft – brings 
the workings of love into the realm of the familiar. Empedocles frequently 
compares Love to human craftsmen (B71, 73, 75, 84, 86, 87, 95). So, for 
example, Simplicius (De Caelo 530, 5) tells us he likens Love ordering the 
cosmos to a potter:

gA 1' 2T2/ a5T(" uE-*%A, D-/# 2’ D1#$(/( D( l&r*3%,
/U1/" -7%-(E79=" 57C% -9*: 1C@/ @*"2;("%

And as at that time Kypris, when she moistened earth in water,
Being busy [making] shapes gave [it] to swift fi re to harden. (B73)

B23 does not mention Love in particular but analogizes the creation of the 
cosmos of our experience to the activity of painters, who create images of 
all things out of just a few colours:

gA 1’ P-T2"( !*"K6/A 8("5I&"2" -7%@#<<3=%(
8(6*/A 8&K: 26a($A o-S &I2%7A /x 1/1"C2/,
7t2’ D-/: 7x( &H*Y3=% -7<Ea*7" KH*&"@" a/*=#(,
J*&7(#$% &/#m"(2/ 2) &'( -<63, n<<" 1’ D<H==3,
D@ 2C( /U1/" -f=%( 8<#!@%" -7*=E(79=%,
16(1*/H 2/ @2#Z7(2/ @": 8(6*"A N1' !9("+@"A
5?*HA 2’ 743(7EA 2/ @": o1"275*6&&7("A 4a5;A
@"# 2/ 5/7`A 17<%a"#3("A 2%&?%=% K/*#=279A·
7023 &I =’ 8-H2$ K*6(" @"%(E23 n<<75/( /h("%
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5($2C(, \==" !/ 1?<" !/!H@"=%( n=-/2", -$!I(,
8<<) 27*CA 2";2’ U=5%, 5/7; -H*" &;57( 8@7E="A.

As when painters decorate votive off erings
Men with craft, well taught by wisdom,
Who when they take in their hands many-coloured paints
Having mixed then in harmony, some more, others less,
Arrange out of these forms resembling all things
Creating trees and men and women
Beasts and birds and water-nourished fi sh
And far-seeing gods highest in honour:
So too do not let deception overcome your mind that there is any other
Source for mortals, however many countless ones have become manifest,
But know these precisely, having heard the account from a god.

# ese lines address any doubt one might have about the whole cosmos 
having been put together out of just four elements; Empedocles implicitly 
casts Love as wise and skilled, as are painters, who also have a small num-
ber of elements but are able to make the likenesses of everything in the 
cosmos by skillful combination. # e analogy, then, suggests that the same 
causal power is operative in both the cases of human and divine produc-
tion, and that it is the intelligent and creative power of Love.

In lines that likely precede a series of examples, Empedocles says,

/4 16 2# =7% -/*: 2C(1/ <%-Tm9<7A W-</27 -#=2%A,
-CA 01"27A !"#$A 2/ @": "456*7A N/<#79 2/
@%*("&6(3( /U1$ 2/ !/(7#"27 a*7+H 2/ 5($2C(
2T==’, \=" (;( !/!H"=% =9("*&7=56(2’ kK*71#2$% . . . (B71)

But if any conviction concerning these things was lacking for you
How from water’s and earth’s and aether’s and sun’s
Combining came the forms and colours of mortal things
Insofar as they have now been fi tted together by Aphrodite . . .

Empedocles can say how diverse phenomena are explained by his account 
and produce conviction in that way; he is not, however, claiming to 
have arrived at his account as the only possible explanation of these 
phenomena – indeed, he authorizes his account as divinely revealed (5/7; 
-H*" &;57( 8@7E="A).

Aristotle complains that when Empedocles calls the sea the sweat of the 
earth (B55), he is merely using poetic language and not explaining any-
thing (Meteorology 357a24-30). But perhaps the metaphor, based on the 
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fact that both sweat and the sea are salty, is not supposed to explain, but 
only to direct the learner (or the investigator) to look at why becoming 
salty would be a usual eff ect of water separating from earth (is it a residue 
of earth in the water? is earth intrinsically salty?).

So far, I have claimed that knowing X by X is a matter of coming to 
know some new X by virtue of seeing the similarity between it and some 
old X one already knew, where X is a principle or an instance of a principle, 
and I have paid quite a lot of attention to determining what it would be to 
know love by love. What about strife by strife? and earth and the other 
elements?

It seems likely that just as when we understand love, the cosmic princi-
ple, we see that there is more to love than the desire and pleasure involved 
in certain human relations, so too in the case of strife, the cosmic principle 
is a power that segregates, or divides compounds into their parts according 
to the principle ‘like to like’ and is instantiated not only in discord but also 
in the arts that involve separation (such as mining or extracting dyes or 
drugs from their natural sources) and perhaps in analytical or critical think-
ing. (Note that if this is right, then Empedocles need not accept Aristotle’s 
conclusion that god lacks knowledge of strife because he has no strife in 
him; god need only have perceived strife.) Similarly, with the elements, it 
is not because we are composed of them that we can know them except to 
the extent that we experience them in our own constitution. (As a doctor, 
Empedocles must have been aware that there are lots of things we do not 
know about our own constitutions.) Rather, it is insofar as the earth, water, 
etc. that are contents of our experience are themselves representational 
contents that they enable us to recognize the same contents in new instances. 
And we come to have knowledge by accumulating experiences and recog-
nizing their similarities until we can reduce them to Empedocles’ four 
roots and Love and Strife. In this process of knowledge acquisition, it is 
their representational content (not their material composition) which is 
signifi cant.

It may be objected here that Empedocles never says we know by likeness 
in so many words, and that our authority for the ‘by likeness’ account of 
knowing is also Aristotle. Why retain this if we have rejected so much? 21 

21) Rather than for knowing, Empedocles uses the language of likeness to explain the for-
mation of compounds (Aphrodite likens things to one another so that they desire to be 
together, 8<<I<7%A W=2/*@2"% P&7%356(2’ kK*71#2$%, B22), and to explain the location of 
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After all, B109 does not say that we see fl esh by fl esh or bones by bones, 
but only four roots, earth, aether, water and fi re, along with love and strife 
by these principles. And it stands to reason that the principles that are 
fundamentally responsible for the way the world is would also be the tools 
by which we know, for the reason that they make the world the way it is.

One reason to retain the ‘like by like’ schema for knowing, however, is 
that although the goal is knowledge of the principles, Empedocles charac-
terizes the path to this goal as through the recognition of likeness – not 
only of earth to earth and love to love, but also of sea to sweat or feathers 
to leaves. Like Parmenides before him and Democritus after, Empedocles 
shows a concern not only with his audience accepting true doctrine but 
also with their accepting it as a result of traveling along a particular path of 
inquiry, one that will confer understanding.

6. Conclusion

In a landmark study, Lloyd 1966 claims that although Empedocles used 
detailed analogies extensively in his reasoning and was (as in B84) ‘at pains 
to point out and underline the similarities between the lantern and the 
eye, attempting to recommend and justify his theory . . . by appealing to 
the extent of the positive analogy between the cases he compares’,22 and 
although the use of analogies enabled empirical evidence to be brought to 
bear on otherwise intractable problems,23 nevertheless, ‘there is no con-
crete evidence that he explicitly recognised the procedure he uses so exten-
sively as such, as a method of investigating obscure phenomena.’24 Lloyd is 
right that Empedocles does not (to our knowledge) try to justify his analo-

bodies in the cosmos (whole-natured forms rise up out of the earth because they are partly 
made up of fi re, and the fi re down there wants to reach its like, 56<7( -*SA P&7+7( ̂ @6=5"%), 
the heavenly fi re [B62]. Moving beyond mere vocabulary, in B90 he describes sweet, bitter, 
sharp and hot combining with their likes, but these are sensible qualities and so if we 
suppose the context to be one of cognition, these lines would have to be about sense-
perception. Plutarch quotes them in the context of an argument in support of a varied diet, 
on the grounds that the body, being composed of heterogeneous elements, draws on 
heterogeneous elements in the diet and transports them to the right places (Quaestiones 
Conviviales 4.663a).
22) Lloyd 1966, p. 327.
23) Lloyd 1966, pp. 358-59.
24) Lloyd 1966, p. 337.
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gies (beyond enumerating the points of similarity between two cases) or to 
identify their limitations, or to refl ect on the nature of the conclusions 
warranted by analogies. And it is diffi  cult on the basis of our evidence to 
say whether Empedocles recognised analogical reasoning as a method of 
investigation as opposed to a method for persuasion or teaching. He may 
simply have considered his cosmology true and found in analogies confi r-
matory and illustrative evidence for it. Nevertheless, it is clear that when 
Empedocles used analogies in the natural world, and between the natural 
and man-made worlds, to bring out the economical causal order underly-
ing the diverse phenomena of our experience, he identifi ed what he was 
doing as engaging in a distinctive kind of thinking, which he described 
using the formula, ‘knowing X by X.’25
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